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YOLE GROUP’S MAJOR ACTIVITIES PER ENTITY

- Market, technology, and strategy consulting
- M&A and evaluation of companies
- Direct access to the analysts
- Characterization of electro-optical performances and risks
- Specification, design and industrialization of systems
- Technology, process & cost analysis
- Teardown and reverse engineering
- Comparative analysis
FIELDS OF EXPERTISE COVERING THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY

- Semiconductor Packaging
- Semiconductor Manufacturing
- Memory
- Computing and Software
- Photonics & Lighting
- Imaging
- Sensing & Actuating
- Display
- Radio Frequency
- Compound Semiconductors
- Power Electronics
- Batteries
- Electronic Systems
- Emerging Technologies
**WHAT CONSTITUTES A “CHIPLET” ACCORDING TO YOLE GROUP**

**Yole Group definition of a Chiplet**

A Chiplet is a discretely manufactured physical piece of hardware designed to be integrated in the manufacture of a heterogeneous integrated circuit so that the completed IC is functionally equal to or greater than that of a complete system designed on a single monolithic die. The chiplet is physically or economically optimized to perform a specific functional and interoperable subset of the complete heterogeneous system IC.
WHAT CONSTITUTES A “CHIPLET” ACCORDING TO YOLE GROUP

Some key characteristics

• **Chiplet is not a technical specification**, it is a general term in much the same way as processor, accelerator, memory, analog IC, logic IC, and other terms are used to describe a useful collection of attributes. This enables a common understanding of an IC’s purpose and characteristics.

• **The term chiplet is simply a semantic tool** used to describe a new feature of advanced packaging techniques. Integration has evolved from device, to board, to module, and finally to chip-level integration. The key purpose in the development of this term is to focus on the collective physical and logical characteristics inherent in developing this manufacturing strategy at market scale.

• **A chiplet is commonly manufactured in a process suitable for the physical and economical attributes for its function.** This includes wafer characteristics, process geometry, material, size, cost, and other attributes. The chiplet platform can be suitable for the integration of application processor cores, coprocessors, sensors, transceivers, memory, storage, interfaces, and other subsystems. It could include something other than a silicon-based die so long as its function becomes intrinsic to the final system-level IC. In theory, chiplets could be integrated in stages such that two or more highly interrelated functions combined to make a larger chiplet.

• **The term chiplet is currently only applied when the die is integrated into an IC constituting a complete heterogeneous system IC.** Most ICs identified as chiplets will be uniquely suitable to SoCs or SiPs, including those functioning as microprocessors, applications processors, field programmable gate arrays, coprocessors, and similar heterogeneous processors. However, no design restriction is assumed to say that a physical product could not also perform its function discretely as a companion chip on a board or module. The term chiplet does not apply to the discrete use case, only the integrated IC use case. The value of the term is in focusing on the integration processes (before and after integration), high-end die-to-die communications, physical and logical restrictions, and other characteristics required of a subsystem in a system IC comparable to a monolithic die.
POSSIBILITIES ARE EXPANDED BY CHIPLETS, CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW MARKETS

Enabled by chiplet advanced packaging and interconnect techniques, IP, and standardization

Increasing die sizes reduce effective yields
Integrated features: one size manufacturing does not fit all features
Number of tape-outs: increases with each new design improvement

Higher silicon yields on smaller die
Manufacturing optimized per subsystem
Design variety does not always require new tape-outs

Key challenges...

Innovations in scaling: Lithography, material science
Technical and economic strategies for manufacturing

Scaling becoming more costly

Innovations in scaling: Lithography, material science
Technical and economic strategies for manufacturing

...addressed by chiplets
Yole Intelligence tracks electronic equipment markets, the component supply chain and semiconductor manufacturing. By sizing these markets and monitoring the history, supply and demand, barriers and driving technologies, we are well placed to approximate the value of the chiplet market. In addition to the tracked data, Yole System Plus provides teardown services to closely examine the results of the advanced packaging technique as we will share in this presentation.

**HOW WE ARE TREATING CHIPLETS FOR THE PURPOSES OF MARKET SIZING**

The value of the overall chiplet market is a function of the market for all ICs made in a chiplet process!

- Market value equivalent to end IC based on Chiplet-based package platform.
- Even though the main benefit is improved yield, it provides a path forward for expanded optimization, fewer tape-outs, improved product line efficiency, and industry diversity.
- Separating value of individual chiplet dies from the platform is impractical.
- The market value of the chiplet platform mainly benefits the SoC/SiP chip supplier.
- To address this challenge, Yole is tracking the value of the Chiplet market as a function of the Total Addressable Market (TAM).
With even the narrowest definition of chiplets, we still find a market for chiplet-based processors in excess of $135 billion by 2027.

By 2032, we expect chiplet adoption will accelerate in consumer and automotive markets, and gain a foothold in defense, aerospace, industrial, and medical, leading to a TAM of chiplet-based ICs in excess of $205 billion!
In 2022, two organizations released specifications for open-source standardization for chiplet interconnect characteristics. One of these is

**The Open Compute Project, Open Domain-Specific Architecture (OCP ODSA) workgroup**

The OCP ODSA released the Bunch of Wires (BoW) specifications

The existence of standards will have an impact on the future development of chiplets. We can expect:

- More opportunities for Intellectual Property (IP) developers targeting chiplets
- Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools for chiplets
- Foundry Services targeting chiplet design and integration
- Assembly and Test services targeting chiplet design and integration
- New applications enabled by application-specific optimized chiplets
As we alluded to earlier, the value of the chiplet platform is not just in the value of the semiconductor die or the advanced packaging services. It is in its contribution to extending the economics of Moore’s Law for generations to come. It also represents new opportunities for:

- Chiplets on the open market
- IP providers
- EDA tools designers
- New software extensions
- Flexible SoC architecture
- New, previously unimagined SoCs, integrating more functions.
- New applications
- Collaboration between optimized IC subsystem designers

Expanding chiplets can be a threat for:

- Monolithic chip suppliers
- Tightly controlled ecosystems with high barriers to entry
- Highly dominant vertical integrators
Monolithic processors include decades of chip design to optimize:

- Intrachip communication with optimized timing and reduced latency
- Thermal characteristics
- Power efficiency
- Signal Integrity
- Application-specific behaviors

These optimizations can be incompatible with a chiplet-based strategy as new characteristics such as routing may have to be redesigned.

Proprietary solutions suppliers must see the value in collaborating to increase profit by increasing the market size and associated opportunities for revenue streams.

Like all new technologies that benefit from standardization, there is frequently a battle for competing standards. When competing standards become incompatible and fight for market share, advancement tends to be slower and hard earned.
Like all modern industry evolutions, there will be soaring rhetoric. Hopefully, this market briefing has put the market into perspective:

- Chiplet strategies are not going to create an overnight revolution for the semiconductor industry, but they are a much necessary next step in restoring an evolutionary path to economic progress as predicted by Gordon Moore.
- Not all semiconductor markets will benefit directly from chiplets. In fact, some discrete semiconductor suppliers will find the competition difficult if they are not able to adapt to also supplying chiplets. But for advancing large heterogeneous designs, chiplets represent an evolutionary improvement over large monolithic dies that now suffer from the economical and physical limitations of continued miniaturization.
- Proprietary and open market solutions will continue to compete, but the market overall will grow much faster with industry standards adoption.
- Chiplet strategies will not eliminate the need for continued advancements in miniaturization in manufacturing processes and materials. In fact, as the bottlenecks for on-chip subsystems that do not shrink well, get off-loaded to a separate die, further miniaturization of core logic elements can progress with a more predictable cadence.

Conclusion

The silicon supply chain is diverse. It has to serve many vertical electronic equipment segments including Automotive, Personal Data Processing, Data Center and Enterprise Data Processing, Communications and Infrastructure, Medical, Defense, Aerospace and Industrial. Each market includes different value and application-specific requirements that need to be served. Processor suppliers have turned to highly heterogeneous chip platforms to remain competitive. This approach is becoming increasingly complex and costly to manufacture.

In response to these challenges, chip builders have begun to adopt the use of chiplets. However, the same diversity that created the demand for chiplets, also makes it unlikely that any one supplier has the broad expertise to serve all these markets. Thus, many different Chiplet supply chains will emerge and no one solution will serve all markets. The emerging market around Chiplets will need many players and a low barrier to entry allowing for rapid innovation. Open communities sharing the effort for building common tools, prototypes, business workflows and standardizations are critical to accelerate a Chiplet Economy.
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REPORTS

Insight
› Yearly reports
› Market, technology and strategy analysis
› Reverse costing and reverse engineering
› Performance analysis

Format
› PDF files with analyses
› Excel files with graphics and data
› Web access

Topics
› Photonics, Imaging & Sensing
› Lighting & Displays
› Power Electronics & Battery
› Compound Semiconductors
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› Computing & Memory

115+ reports per year
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